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Abstract
The analysis and the study of market and company dimension takes on a particular interest for those who analyze and study the set of problems typical of company economy. The starting point, nowadays, is the verification, from most experts openly shown, of the strict correlation of the two phenomena and, actually of their mutual influence. The analysis of these ones assumes a particular attention in light of what is happening in front of our eyes. Those which appeared irrefutable certainties are now completely put into play again, very often, for determined aspects, completely overturned in regard to the previous certainties. Our effort will consist in a detailed study of the two phenomena included in the great world of internet. The company is a very complex organism. It consists of the organization in its inner of a set of functions, which have to be dimensioned one to the others to obtain a mutual functionality and a harmonic development. The organization of the company functions is a binding necessity for adherence of them to the needs and expectations of market to which the company turns its attention and interest. This combination of functions with the chosen external environment represents the focal point of our interest. It is well clear that the changes which intervene either in one or in other environment, that must combine, necessarily produce some variations that assure the lingering of harmony already reached in the two sections.
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Revisitation of concept of company dimension and of market nature and structure
Through different interpretations of two important phenomena of company economy, it has to be underlined the phenomenon of new market nature, as fundamental target in a company life.
The expanding of principles imposed by overflowing phenomenon of marketing in the company management, has determined the changed relationship between company and market. This has caused a significant supremacy of market over company. The organizzative and manageriale aspects of technical, commercial and financial nature have suffered a particular evolutive trend, strictly linked to market and its nature. But the market that today company has in front of itself, is changed in its nature and structure, therefore from this comes a complex serie of problems for the company which has to face absolutely new situations.

We refer to the internet world, virtual entity, and then with particular boundaries and potentialities.

The company is polifunctional organism and needs a harmonic coordination among the various operative functions.

It has already been said about the organization of such functions in the inner of company organism (the famous “productive combinations” as Renzi called them)

But such harmony can not be born exclusively in the inner of the company because it is necessary that it has a favorable acceptance from the external environment (market). Such acceptance is assured when the acknowledgement with market results positive (productive utilizations). But the company functions, of which we are talking about, prove to be instrumental for the definition of an optimal dimension. Therefore as a consequence the dimensions turns out to be in harmony with the exigences of market.

It will be said that today this reasoning results to be rather obsolete for the new adopted technologies which allow in a certain way the crossing of this expressed harmony.

The innovation allows definitively nowadays to the little to express itself on market as never has been possible once, either qualitatively or quantitatively.

But fundamentally the expressed principle exists today because substantially the modalities are always the same, they vary only in their exterior form.

All what expressed till now confirms the principle that the company dimension is a harmony with every company function and that, above all, it reaches an optimal result when market embraces with approval its expressions.

The concept of company dimension passes through an evolutive process which starts from an exclusively internal to company conception in relation with the technical characteristics of the developed activity. In this phase the prevailing trend, if favorable conditions are present, is the preference to the “great”. Such an attribute allows to enlarge the possibilities
of development and then more easily to reach prevalence conditions over market. But the great structure, sometimes enormous, shows extremely negative aspects referring to the rigidity and stickiness which it presents during the exercise of its functions.

These limits, barely outlined, have allowed a generalized preference to the “middle or little” with characteristics of flexibility and of easier adaptability to the growing variability on markets.

In these first evolutive phases of the concept of company dimensions, they organizzative and managerial characteristics of company appear prevalent, which tries to impose its own strategy and to adapt market to them.

Little by little the evolution of adopted techniques and above all the growing importance in marketing management and its analysis techniques of markets have determined a prevailing priority of market on the company structure and then on its dimension. The company has to adapt its multiple functions to the characteristics of market or of markets it wants to reach.

About the study of market, much has been deepened, but not everything is thorough when the present state of communication techniques or the new function of Internet is examined.

**What is market today**

Digitalization of market. Disappearance of boundaries of one market. The traditional market does not exist anymore. The whole world is a market. This modifies radically the approaches to it. Then the typologies of company structures are noticeably varied.

From this comes that the traditional concept of company dimension has no reason to exist.

The concepts of little, medium and great dimensions are today anachronistic expressions.

The consequence is that a little company can reach all boundaries of the earth, and one so-called great company is able to satisfy a little source of it.

From this derives that the exigence of company to start a process of internationalization fails, because it is not from this process that the company wins the competition.

The referring parameters are others and then others are the methodologies of managerial arrangement that company structures must implement.

Today it is no more the so-called market (better said, operative environment external to the company) to influence the so-called company dimension because it is no more possible to consider limitative fences either
to company or to environment. Therefore speaking about company internationalization is a limitative concept and then wrong.

The concepts of company and market dimensions result today totally vanished, according to the traditional parameters.

Markets are not adaptable in local, regional, national, international, company dimensions are not adaptable in little, medium, and big.

This fact persuades us to review totally the organizations and actuations of all human activities (economical or not) in our days.

The execution of them is nonetheless intense and frenzied. It is then possible to define it an “organized disorder”.

Why to talk about company and markets dimension?

Till now, in modern economy, the two concepts have influenced themselves. Market was standardized to the geographic boundaries in which the company activity spread out or to commodities boundaries. Dimension war noticeably influenced by geographical and commodities characteristics of market where company managed to show its presence. Today all this is no more acceptable.

The two concepts are no more reciprocally easily influenced one between the other, and they almost result indifferent.

Market is better definable as “external operative environment” of a company; the dimension of the same has no correspondence with external environment. We assist to a so-called little company which stands out in an enormous environment just as a s-called big company in an inferior external environment.

In this innovative situation of company and its functions, we must verify that repercussions on marketing show no decrease at all.

The company exigences typical of marketing remain untouched.

The knowledge of external environments is fundamental; thus also the adaptation of the operative choices, internal to company, to the external environment. The methodologies appear innovative and particularly refined.

In conclusion we want to prove that the concept of traditional market does not exist anymore, and consequently the company dimensions which were strongly influenced turn to be a phenomenon, no more so important in the evolution of company life.

Once marketing tended to reach, in market analysis, the one to one target.

This appears today a real paradox. The external operative environment, as defined by us the traditional market, is an indistinct and generalized goal. The approach modalities to external environment are so sophisticated and technologically innovative, to prevent to potential buyers any possibility of alternative choice.
**Development of the two concepts**

The possibility to achieve instantaneously any part of the Earth thanks to the advanced communication techniques, sets the company in the situation of being able to know in depth this reality and the respective characteristics.

We find ourselves in an absolutely new and undetermined sphere. That is, we go in the immense net of “internet”; it concerns a great virtual market, which presents for its specific characteristics, a set of very complex problems for the company, that belongs to the “real” world.

Market, in its traditional meaning, appears today obsolete. Internet rules, that is a virtual setting, not definable in its material and immaterial limits, exactly because virtual.

Company, in our opinion, appears uncertain and unlikely adaptable to something that exists and does not exist. Here the difficulties are born to approach to an entity of this kind, with significative difficulties of adapting their own skills in front of an entity which slips away to the attempts of measuring the capacities and wills of acceptance of proposals that start from the company world, strictly anchored to the concrete and easily measurable reality.

The effort for little and big companies is that of reducing the material and easily measurable entities, the great virtual audience.

The computer revolution and the internet exploitation could have no significant repercussions in concepts and now traditional knowledges, and for them influenced by the systematic appeal to marketing, by everyone utilized, and particularly incident on internal (dimensions) and external (markets) aspects of company realities.

The use of marketing has determined an overturning of traditional approaches of companies in relation to market.

Initially company developed its activity of internale organization (the optimal organization of productive combinations) and then it turned to objective market and its productive utilizations. With the entrance of marketing in the company reality, it happened the turn upside down of the equation with the prevalence of analysis of objective market and then the consequent determinations related to the layout of productive factors.

In short, brand collects a set of positive characteristics that inspire trust and entrustment on consumers.

It is a sort of shield of seriousness, reliability and interactivity under which are collected one or more products already in circulation or others not yet present.

All this makes brand a value easily assimilated to the virtual goods that circulate in internet market.
Possibilities of brand to expand on different markets. Which factors (intangible linked to characteristics typical of brand itself or material connected to products or product strictly linked to brand) are more influent for the development of brand on markets?

**Some reflections about brand nature and its evolution**

Birth of Brand (intangible value) linked to a product (material value) or to more products. Characteristics (material or intangible) which contribute to form a brand.

First strictly connected to one or more products, then able to circulate alone on markets.

Analysis of typologies of brand’s birth with the goal of verifying which of them lets easier the development on more markets. Is brand an intangible or material good?

In this virtual scenery it becomes extremely difficult to choose the objective market of the company. The difficulties consist essentially in transferring the “virtual” in “real”. Here insists the skill of company operators.

The circulation of a brand as a set of products and above all of values expressed by the company or by a group of companies, determines a highly positive effect, which appears then tangibly for the repercussions that can be observed in the objective market or in real markets, where concretely are measured the efficacy and validity of activities exercised by the singular company.

To browse in internet for a company, means to throw messages without being able concretely to know the effective expectations of the potential addressee of the messages themselves.

For one company, this means to operate in the dark undermining all the fundamental rules for the operatively of a company as economical subject. In other terms, the company is obliged to ignore the fundamentals dictated by marketing in the phase of the objective market’s choice.

In this new scenery either of company and its organization or of market, which we will concern later more diffusely, we wonder if marketing function still takes on its importance.

Even now marketing stands out among all company functions, because from one side it contributes to harmonize more and more the company functions, and from the other side it assumes a vital importance for the adaption and harmonization of the same with the chosen market, even if with the necessary terms when it meets a big market about which we will talk later on.

Which are the potential expectations that the virtual scenery shows and that can appear more attractive for the company that operates in reality.
The skill to individuate such expectations and to transfer them in reality represents the ability of manager. Thus are formed those famous points of strength that a company shows in relation to others, and that allow it to perform those competitive advantages in relation to the other operators of market.

The combination between the Internet net and company shows itself extremely difficult. It regards to compare a virtual world with a real entity. The first is a world of potentialities and expectations, the second is a real world for excellence.

Certainly the choice of an adequate strategy to attack a virtual world is almost impossible, being the same extremely vague and indistinct. The only real possibility for the company is that of spreading its own brand with exclusively fact-finding goals.

The internet world is constituted by many real worlds, very different one from the other, therefore it is very difficult for the company to get them and attack them almost blindly.

The internet world, virtual for excellence, is made of many real worlds, made by very different multitudes of life conditions, habits and expectations. So different as it is not possible to attack them with a unique message.

The manager skill is just to identify those that can actually represent some objective markets, because more easily adaptable to the characteristics of productive combinations expressed by company.

At that point only that process can begin, that is the link between company and maket and above all between this last and the measure of either physical or economical dimension of company.

Market and dimension are reciprocally easily influenced factors; on the contrary, in light of the modern conception of marketing it is market to influence the measure of dimension. It is in fact prevailing in this viewpoint the market that determines the potentialities of company, because, in the construction of a development plan of company structure, market and its shape determine the potentialities of the offer.

The two factors must mutually know each other, on the contrary, the meeting is in the dark: in such operations one factor must necessarily know the other.

In the absence of such mutual knowledge it is not recommended to operate. A damage could be produced for both factors that meet. Besides to operate in the dark is never advisable in any circumstance.

Definitively there is always a relationship between company dimension and market.

Beyond the need of determined physical necessities of the systems, regarding the characteristics of production.
It is important to point out that the company activity is instrumental to the chosen objective market, and not the contrary.

The company works with the goal of satisfying some needs. From this the necessity to privilege the study about needs to satisfy and then to proceed to the organization of the company.

This concept does not change if it deals with new products to put into market; in this case the modern techniques, that marketing suggests, aimed to the birth of determined needs to satisfy with new productions, supply to create the suitable market, whose potentialities at that point will condition the company activities.

Even in this maximum possibility, it is always market that expresses its final judgement, even if solicited in the creation of related needs.

From that moment on, it is always market that influences the company in the organization and arrangement or related products and services.

Nowadays we attend a real revolution in the communications field and above all in the use of an immense virtual platform - Internet.

To these events are not certainly irrelevant the companies that with their activities and organization use definitely such news, with the aim to exploit market at best.

Let us see in which way and up to where these news are used by companies. It is what we will try to develop in the follow-up of this work. Today the virtual world of internet floods every sector of civil life.

If to a certain extent, the phenomenon can be considered result of the progress, to many others it appears extremely damaging.

The excessive use of such instrument can cause a disjuncture between real and virtual; witnesses are the multiple debates that nowadays are developed about these arguments.

It is undeniable that using almost totally these instruments brings to the mental loss of coordinated of real life, with inevitable damaging consequences.

Romans used to say “est modus in rebus” and this expression appears more than ever relevant in the world of today.

Such are the considerations that invade the sphere of civil life, but it is likewise important that is noticed by supervisors of the economical world and the businesslike one in particular.

It appears evidently fundamental for the civil progress that the economical world always has helm directed to the reasonable and suitable use of these instruments.

“Virtual” is what exists in power but not in action.

Virtuality is potentiality of achieving in a determined action or of producing a determined effect.
This the exact meaning of virtual or虚拟 reality. What exists potentially but not effectively or really.

All this appears far enough from the real meaning of economical situations and happenings.

The efforts consists in transferring virtuality, that is those characteristics which exist potentially, in real situations and happenings, with the goal to be carefully evaluated but business economy.

It is very difficult, for the economist, to compare virtual to real.

Certainly the expectations, necessary to face expansion plans, are very important but they can not remain similar; it is necessary that probable becomes real. Only in this way it is natural to set up programmers and real plans.

It is fundamental that market is analyzed in its quantitative and qualitative consistence.

Ascertained that dimension, beyond possibilities and expectations related to its internal structure, of technical, technological nature, productive capacity, financial capacity, depends only on the objective market that is chooses, enormous and almost insurmountable obstacles rise, when such market is that till now examined, that is virtual, indefinite like Internet net.

After all Internet is a great virtual audience that embraces the whole terrestrial globe.

Therefore, everybody, conveniently equipped, can browse supporting a cost.

This web surfing is of course allowed even to companies.

But these last ones have different goals in surfing. They in fact address to this enormous scenario to fulfill the companies’ own interests.

They realize nonetheless that the operation is highly difficult, if not impossible. The obstacles that companies have to face depend on the virtual character of the audience they go through. It results in fact difficult to adopt in such circumstances their own technologies to attack a determined market. The browsing nonetheless is not totally negative. The company has an opportunity to exploit: spread of company’s brand, of its aspirations, of its fundamental values it supports.

In other terms, the opportunity we are talking about is the so-called “brand” that has to be diffused, first in indistinct and generalized way, but that later will allow very interesting restitutions, to use in the singular objective markets, this time real and aware.

In the internet world potentialities and expectations are the same and remain the same.

In the company world, potentialities are real and concern its own organization and the consequent expectations are real.
The comparison between the two appear impossible and has a value only at the knowledge level one of the other.

The analysis has a double destination: market and identification of characteristics of this market (in-depth analysis of priority of needs to satisfy in generalized way).

Company needs to know in a complete and exhausted way its objective market: such necessity appears useless and difficult. In a likewise situation it is clear the difficulty of building an efficient promotional campaign.

It appears like who, with bow and arrows, has a target to reach. At first sight such goal will seem out of reach.

This situation puts company in the double situation of not being able to identify in its coordinates its own market and consequently of meeting serious difficulties in building its promotional campaign.

In this serious situation company finds itself when it starts, necessarily, to operate in a “virtual” market. The message then will have to be very generalized and destined to satisfy in a superficial way the categories of needs to fulfill.

In other terms, company will manage to get its potential clients, operating in that, now limited, sphere of buyers who love browse in the vast virtual market and will help them to choose what to buy.

This situation, while upsetting completely the elements of a classical and traditional exercise of marketing activities, obliges the company to reconsider the classical characteristics of marketing and then to limit building programmer aimed to well defined and easily identified market, and measurable to their capacities of incorporation and then with useful repercussions and compatible with the company potentialities.

This situation’s consequence is glimpsed in the impossibility of a strict correlation between market and company.

The dimension of an economical structure is no more easily influenced by characteristics of its objective market, and then it will be affected exclusively by its own functional capacities and will work in function of these capacities. The market’s virtuality will define such situation of operational generality.

This situation has clear repercussions either internal or external to company.

The internal consequences refer to the expansive capacity of the structure and then to major and better productive potentialities. The external repercussions influence considerably the possibility of building adequate communication plans.

Either the first or the second must necessarily challenge themselves with the present and future potentialities of absorption of addressees’
markets. Similar characteristic appear vague and uncertain because unlikely measurable and predictable; it deals clearly with virtual skills.

Ultimately it is necessary that company builds its target in a certain way, well defined in its dimensions and potentialities, and then easily identifiable.

We return thus to the traditional situation and then to the possibility of a mutual influence between company and its dimension.

The binomial market-dimension must necessarily have the characters of identification well evident and measurable.

The correlation overturns itself, it is no more the singular consumer to stand out and influence considerably in the relation with company. A new configuration then happens about offer and demand.

Technology has reached not easily conceivable levels. So important to control everything and everybody.

In front of such scenario it comes spontaneous, to an even distracted observer, to study what happens and is happening, to try to reaffirm first place of the intellect over technology.

Ultimately everything is born from human mind, but the process is so quick that brain in a certain way remains overcome. Then it is necessary to turn on the wonderful and incomparable man’s machine, that is brain.

It is then necessary to analyze, deepen and predict all what is in front of us, not to be ourselves in the end overcome.

Let us try ourselves not to be devoured by the instruments that mind has made available for us. put at our disposal.

**Conclusion**

In the end, every company must work in a new scenery. It will have to use for its goals what the new audience offers to it.

Definitively the company will have to adapt to the configuration and structure of market it chooses as its goal. This confirms what said more times: market influences the company structure, measure of its strategies, its dimension.

The communication system has suffered in the last years an evolutive process with significant dimensions. All this has affected all sectors of civil societies with repercussions in every activity branch with no exception.

This is a scenery that has determined innovative consequences, and very visible in the human activities.

In the end company is an organism always searching a perfect internal balance, not end in itself, but rather instrumental to the complete insertion in the exigences of external environment.
The referring market imposes this balance, in order that the expectations are fully satisfied.

It is then clear that variations that occur in the external environment, nowadays more and more urgent, impose the same adaptation of company structures, and signally I refer to the reshaping of company functions.

Definitely “Internet” can be considered a great virtual audience, where companies activity can affect only exploiting the modern and quick communication system, and let a brand circulate.

After this probable cognitive operation, the company will move to the choice of one or more real objective markets and affect with its own programmers aimed to spread.

For all what considered now, we must close with the evident consideration that Internet is not surely that new market to which companies can turn their attention, and to which less than ever be able to decide which dimension is possible to imagine in front of a pseudo-market, that appears not at all useful to adopt the own organizzative, managerial, financial structures that one company needs to adopt.

All what expressed in the previous pages does not want to be a criticism to the examined events and to the phenomena in action of virtuality of studied sceneries.

We have faced subjects which are expression of the wider phenomenon that we can summary with “progress” in general.

So as the word itself expresses, progress represents something in favour of the general frame of civilization.

“Progress” then and not “regression”: surely the involved interests are so many and so different as often they favor more some of them and less than others.

The important is that sectors which are involved by these new events and especially those who manage them, have the capacity and attitude to exploit skillfully such phenomena for their own advantage.

And we refer particularly to manager, that is the person who has responsibility of exploiting at best all these events so as to consider them a real progress for his own company and nothing else.

In conclusion in our opinion it is suitable to point out that the company system is still busy to fulfill its managerial targets, correlating itself to individual markets and coordinated in traditional marketing techniques.

All what we have previously explained represents then another possibility offered by modern technology, and so contributing to represent the modern objective market, by us identified and defined operative external environment; thus making it present and different from all what has preceded us in the concept of “virtual environment”.
Undoubtedly such instruments of transmission of informations and material products, highly innovative, allow all operators, either of little or great dimension, to approach to external environments, and to realize what today everywhere is defined “unique great virtual market”.

The described analysis, even if summarily, does not tend to disadvantage reason, technology, because to them we owe the considerable accomplished progresses, and the best level in life conditions; in fact it helps us to reconsider the importance of soul and feelings, which, it seems, have been set aside. The reflections born and expressed in the article are outcome of a careful exam of the scientific literature which has been produced about the argument in general, and particularly by the following authors: G.Golinelli, P. Kotler, M. Porter, E. Merlani, A. Renzi, N. Tridente, R.Varaldo.
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